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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to exchanging data with a storage device via a packet-switched network by generating an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request from a Small Computer System Interface Command ("SCSI") command.

2. Description of the Related Arts

[0002] Computing devices conventionally use a bus, such as a peripheral bus, to couple a processor to other devices such as storage devices, network controllers, input devices or output devices. The bus communicates data and/or commands between the processor and other devices coupled to the bus. Different computing devices may use command formats that may be used to communicate with devices attached to the bus. For example, when accessing a hard disk, a computing device may use commands formatted using the AT Attachment ("ATA") standard or Small Computer System Interface ("SCSI") standard.

[0003] Commonly, devices which are coupled to the bus are selected based on the command format used by the bus. For example, if a computing device uses a SCSI bus, devices attached to the bus are typically also configured to receive and execute SCSI commands. Similarly, if a bus uses ATA commands, devices attached to the bus are likely also configured to receive and execute ATA commands. Differences between command formats make it difficult for a bus to communicate commands to a device configured to operate using a different format. For example, ATA devices are unable to effectively execute received SCSI commands.

[0004] Current network technology now allows a bus to communicate with remote
devices, such as storage devices, through a network without impairing performance. This allows the devices to be physically remote from the computing device, beneficially simplifying modification of the devices attached to the bus and allowing more effective disaster recovery by enabling data to be more readily replicated between various devices remote from the computing device. However, to communicate with devices attached through a network, commands from the bus are often modified into a format better suited for transmission over a network. For example, SCSI commands are often reformatted into the iSCSI protocol or into the Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) Protocol for transmission via Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol ("TCP/IP").

[0005] Commonly, storage devices such as hard disk drives, are attached to a bus through a network, allowing remote data storage and replication of data among various storage devices. Many storage devices are Serial Advanced Technology Attachment ("SATA") storage devices, which have a lower cost than SCSI storage devices and use a simpler AT Attachment ("ATA") format for performing operations. Because the SCSI format is designed to operation with a variety of devices other than storage devices, such as scanners or printers, SCSI commands have a larger amount of overhead than the ATA commands because of the complexity of the SCSI protocol. Additionally, transmission of SCSI commands over TCP/IP networks using the iSCSI protocol introduces additional overhead to implement TCP/IP functionality. Similarly, transmission of SCSI commands through a network using FCoE requires customized network components because of FCoE's derivation from a system having guaranteed packet delivery.

[0006] Use of ATA commands, which are specialized for use with storage devices, rather than SCSI commands simplifies communication with a storage device through a network. In particular, the AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) protocol simplifies transmission of ATA commands from a bus to a storage device through a network and transmission of data from a storage device to a computing device through a network. Unlike iSCSI and FCoE protocols, which encapsulate a command in the SCSI command set then further encapsulate the SCSI command in a transmission protocol, AoE allows transmission of ATA commands through a packet-switched network with minimal overhead. For example, in addition to a 12-byte ATA command and data associated with the ATA command, an AoE data packet, or "request," includes an overhead of 36 bytes used for an Ethernet frame preamble, an Ethernet header, an
AoE header and Ethernet frame CRC data. Although AoE simplifies communication of ATA commands to a storage device through a network, many computing devices, or processes executed on a computing device, rely on SCSI commands for communication with storage devices, making access to a storage device through a network more complex.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention include a method for generating, from a command having a first format, a network request which includes a command having a second format. For example, an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request including an AT Attachment ("ATA") command is generated from a Small Computer System Interface ("SCSI") command. This beneficially allows a process or device using SCSI commands to exchange data through a network with a storage device configured to execute ATA commands. By generating AoE requests, the security of the exchanged data is increased while network resources are more efficiently used because of the minimal overhead included in the AoE requests.

[0008] In one embodiment, a command type is associated with the command having the first format. For example, an opcode in a SCSI command is extracted and used to identify the SCSI command type. Additionally, a SCSI command is also associated with a scatter/gather list including pointers identifying memory addresses associated with the SCSI command. Because the scatter/gather list may use virtual memory addresses, physical memory addresses or other memory identifiers, physical memory addresses associated with the pointers in the scatter/gather list are determined. Each physical memory address is associated with an identifier. An ATA command, or a command having a format other than the SCSI command, associated with the SCSI command type is identified, and a network request including a destination identifier, a tag, the ATA command and one or more identifiers associated with the physical memory addresses is generated. In one embodiment, the network request is an AoE request including an Ethernet header, an AoE header, an ATA header and the one or more identifiers associated with the physical memory addresses. The device identifier and tag are stored and associated with each other to allow subsequently received data to be paired with an AoE request. The network request is stored in a transmission queue and subsequently
transmitted to a device associated with the device identifier via a network.

[0009] The features and advantages described in the specification are not all inclusive and, in particular, many additional features and advantages will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of the drawings, specification, and claims. Moreover, it should be noted that the language used in the specification has been principally selected for readability and instructional purposes, and may not have been selected to delineate or circumscribe the inventive subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The teachings of the embodiments of the present invention can be readily understood by considering the following detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0011] Figure ("FIG.") 1 is a block diagram of a system in which network requests including commands having a second format are generated from commands having a first format and transmitted through a network according to one embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for transmitting an AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request generated from a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) command to a storage device according to one embodiment.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for generating a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) response from a received AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) packet according to one embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 4 is an event diagram of a computing device communicating with a storage device using an AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request generated from a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) command according to one embodiment.

[0015] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method for inserting an AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request into a queue for transmission to a storage device according to one embodiment.

[0016] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method for controlling congestion of AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request transmission through a network to a storage device according to one embodiment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0017] The Figures and the following description relate to preferred embodiments of the present invention by way of illustration only. It should be noted that from the following discussion, alternative embodiments of the structures and methods disclosed herein will be readily recognized as viable alternatives that may be employed without departing from the principles of the claimed invention.

[0018] Reference will now be made in detail to several embodiments of the present invention(s), examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying Figures. It is noted that wherever practicable similar or like reference numbers may be used in the Figures and may indicate similar or like functionality. The Figures depict embodiments of the present invention for purposes of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following description that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.

Example System Overview

[0019] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of a system 100 in which network requests including commands having a second format are generated from commands having a different first format. The system 100 includes a computing device 110, a network 120 and one or more storage devices 130A, 130N. For purposes of illustration, FIG. 1 shows a system 100 including two storage devices 130A, 130N, although in other embodiments the system 100 may include more or fewer storage devices 130.

[0020] The computing device 110 includes a processor 111, a storage device controller 115 and a memory 117. The processor 111 performs one or more processes 112A, 112B by executing instructions or other executable code from the memory 117 or from a storage device 130. The processes 112 read data from the memory 117, or from the storage device 130, or write data to the memory 117, or to the storage device 130. For purposes of illustration, FIG. 1 shows two processes 112A, 112B performed by the processor 110, although in other embodiments a greater or lesser number of processes 112 are performed by
the processor 111. Examples of processes 112 include applications, operating systems, and virtual machines. The memory 117 comprises a non-persistent storage device such as dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random access memory (SRAM) or similar storage device or other computer-readable storage medium. In one embodiment, the memory 117 also includes a persistent storage device such as flash memory or a magnetic computer storage device.

[0021] The storage device controller 115 communicates data and/or commands between the computing device 110 and one or more storage devices 130 via the network 120. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 includes a memory having instructions or other executable code that, when executed by the processor 111, exchange data between a process 112 executed by the processor 111 and one or more storage devices 130. For example, the storage device controller 115 transmits read requests to a storage device 130 to retrieve data from the storage device 130 or transmits write requests to a storage device 130 to store data in the storage device 130. The storage device controller 115 may also transmit other commands affecting operation of the storage device 130, such as "reserve-request" commands or other command types. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 includes instructions or other executable code that, when executed by the processor 111, receives a command from a process 112 having a first format and generates a network request from the received command which includes a command having a second format. For example, responsive to receiving a SCSI command from a process 112A to write data to a storage device 130A, the storage device controller 115 generates one or more requests, including an ATA write command, using the AoE protocol, "AoE requests," and transmits the AoE packets to the storage device 130A via the network 120. Based on the contents of the one or more AoE requests, the storage device 130A performs the ATA write command to store data included in the AoE request and transmits an acknowledgement message and/or data, such as an AoE packet, to the storage device controller 115 through the network 120. The storage device controller 115 associates the received AoE packet with the corresponding SCSI command to provide an acknowledgement to the process 112A that the data was written to the storage device 130A. Hence, in one implementation, the storage device controller 115 receives a Small Computing System Interface ("SCSI") command from a process 112 and generates an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request including an AT Attachment ("ATA")
command corresponding to the received SCSI command.

[0022] As shown in FIG. 1, the storage device controller 115 is coupled to the network 120 by one or more paths 122A, 122B, 122C. In one embodiment, each path 122A, 122B, 122C is associated with a port, a network interface controller, or other device which is coupled to the network 120 and communicates data or instructions. Multiple paths 122A, 122B, 122C coupling the storage device controller 115 to the network 120 allow the storage device controller 115 to reduce data, or command, transmission time by allocating different AoE requests, or other data, to different paths 122 for transmission to a storage device 130.

[0023] By generating an AoE request from a received SCSI command and communicating the AoE request to a storage device 130 through the network 120, the storage device controller 115 allow processes 112, or computing systems 110, using SCSI commands for communication with storage devices 130 to access data stored using Serial AT Attachment ("SATA") storage devices 130. As many processes 112, such as virtual machines, use SCSI commands for communication with devices, generation of AoE requests from SCSI commands increases the types of storage devices 130 accessible by the processes 112. Additionally, enabling processes or computing devices using SCSI commands to communicate with lower-cost SATA storage devices 130 may also reduce the overall cost of the system 100.

[0024] Further, transmitting AoE requests corresponding to a SCSI command improves communication through the network 120 between the computing device 110 and a storage device 130. Using AoE requests allows the storage device controller 115 to minimize the overhead included in data communicated between the computing device 110 and the storage device 130. Additionally, transmission of AoE requests corresponding to SCSI commands preserves the security of data communicated between the computing device 110 and the storage device 130 because AoE requests are unable to be routed. Generation of an AoE request from a received SCSI command and transmission of the AoE request to a storage device 130 via the network 120 is further described below in conjunction with Figures 2-6. Further, while many of the examples presented herein describe generation of an AoE request from a SCSI command, the methods described herein are also suitable for generating various types of network requests which include a command having a second format that differs from
the first format of a received command.

[0025] The network 120 comprises any combination of local area and/or wide area packet-switched networks. The network 120 may use wired communication methods, wireless communication methods or a combination of wired and wireless communication methods to transmit data and/or instructions between the computing device 110 and one or more storage devices 130A, 130N. The network 120 and storage device controller 115 allow one or more processes 112 to operate as if the storage devices 130A, 130N are locally attached to the processor 111, when the storage devices 130A, 130N are physically remote from the computing device 110. In one embodiment, the network 120 functions as a dedicated storage area network ("SAN") which communicates data between a computing device 110 and one or more storage devices 130A, 130N, but does not communicate data between different types of devices. Alternatively, the network 120 communicates data between the storage devices 130A, 130N and the computing device 110 as well as data between the computing device 110 and other devices, such as other computing devices, so that the network 120 operates as a SAN and as a file sharing network.

[0026] The storage devices 130A, 130N comprise non-volatile storage devices, such as hard disk drives, which exchange data with the computing device 110 via the network 120. Each storage device 130A, 130N is configured to execute commands having one or more formats. For example, the storage devices 130A, 130N are Serial AT Attachment ("SATA") devices executing AT Attachment ("ATA") commands to read or write data, provide identification information or perform other actions. However, SATA storage devices 130 are generally unable to execute commands having a different format, such as Small Computer System Interface ("SCSI") commands. Hence, to enable a process 112 using a SCSI command to interact with a SATA storage device 130 via the network 130, the storage device controller 115 generates an AoE request including an ATA command corresponding to the SCSI command as described below in conjunction with Figures 2-4.

Generation of AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") Request from a Received Command and Data Communication Using AoE Request

[0027] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a method 200 for generating an AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request generated from a Small Computer System Interface
(SCSI) and transmitting the AoE request through a network 120. Although the method 200 is described using the example of generating an AoE request from a SCSI command, the steps of the method 200 may be used to generate different types of requests for transmission over a network 120 from a command having a first format while the data packet includes a corresponding command having a different second format.

[0028] Initially, a storage device controller 115 receives an SCSI command from a process 112 executed by a processor 111 included in a computing device 110. The received SCSI command identifies data for writing to a storage device 130, identifies data for retrieval from a storage device 130 or identifies another action to be performed by the storage device 130. For purposes of illustration, FIG. 2 describes communication with a Serial AT Attachment ("SATA") storage device 130, although in other embodiments the storage device 130 may have any format differing from the format used by the process 112, such as the SCSI format. The storage device controller 115 identifies 210 a command type associated with the received SCSI command. SCSI commands are communicated from the process 112 using a command descriptor block ("CDB") which includes a one byte operation code followed by five or more bytes of command-specific parameters, such as the logical block address ("LBA") of the storage device 130 used by the command. The storage device controller 115 identifies 210 the SCSI command type by extracting the opcode of the CDB.

[0029] The SCSI command received by the storage device controller 115 also includes a variable size scatter/gather list comprising a vector of pointers to addresses in a memory and sizes of the memory accessed or used by the SCSI command. In various embodiments, the scatter/gather list includes pointers to addresses in physical memory, addresses in virtual memory, page numbers and offsets or other data identifying one or more memory locations accessed by the SCSI command. The storage device controller 115 determines 220 the physical memory address associated with each pointer included in the scatter/gather list and generates an identifier for each physical memory address associated with a pointer in the scatter/gather list. For example, if the scatter/gather list includes pointers to 5 addresses in physical memory, the storage device controller 115 generates five identifiers, such as data packets, each identifying one of the physical memory addresses from the scatter/gather list. As another example, if the scatter/gather list includes 5 addresses in virtual memory, the storage device controller 115 determines 220 a physical memory address corresponding to
each virtual memory address and generates five identifiers, each specifying a physical memory address corresponding to a virtual memory address from the scatter/gather list.

[0030] From the identified SCSI command type and determined addresses in physical memory, the storage device controller 115 generates 230 a network request including an AT Attachment ("ATA") command corresponding to the received SCSI command. For example, the storage controller 115 accesses stored data associating a SCSI command with one or more ATA commands to identify an ATA command associated with the command type identified 210 from the SCSI command. In one embodiment, the network request comprises an AT over Ethernet ("AoE") request including an Ethernet header, an AoE header, an ATA header and one or more identifiers associated with physical memory addresses from the scatter/gather list.

[0031] The AoE header includes a tag, a copy of which is stored by the storage device controller 115 and subsequently used to match the AoE request with a response, such as an AoE packet, received from a storage device 130. The tag is copied from the AoE request to the response without being modified so that the AoE request and a response include correlation information. When a response from a storage device 130 is received by the storage device controller 115, copies of tags stored by the storage device controller 115 are examined to identify an AoE request associated with the response.

[0032] The AoE header also includes a device identifier associated with the storage device 130 receiving the AoE request and allowing determination of an Ethernet address associated with the storage device 130. In one embodiment, the AoE header includes a major address and minor address associated with the storage device 130 receiving the AoE request, which allows an Ethernet address of the storage device 130 to be obtained by a broadcast message identifying the major address and minor address. For example, the AoE header allows determination of an Ethernet address associated with a storage device 130 at a physical location within a rack of storage devices 130 represented by the major address and the minor address. In one embodiment, a fixed length identifier is generated using the major address and minor address, such as a 24-bit identifier. If a fixed length identifier generated using the major address and the minor address is used with a logical block address having a specified length, the fixed length identifier is limited in the number of logical units that may be identified. For example, if a 24-bit fixed length identifier is generated using the major address
and the minor address and an 8-byte logical block address is used to identify a target device, the 24-bit fixed length identifier is limited in its ability to identify target logical units exceeding two terabytes. In one embodiment, target logical units are identified by summing a logical block address associated with the command with the product of a logical unit included in a storage device 130 associated with the command and the identified logical unit by the maximum size logical unit capable of identification by the fixed length identifier. For example, if the fixed length identifier is 24 bits, certain target logical units are identified by summing the logical block address associated with a command with the product of a logical unit identifier from the storage device multiplied by two terabytes. The storage device controller 115 may store the device identifier of each storage device 130 to which an AoE request is transmitted and associate the tags of AoE commands transmitted to a storage device 130 with the corresponding device identifier. In one embodiment, the AoE header also includes error information.

[0033] The ATA header of the AoE request includes a command identifier describing an ATA command and may also include additional data for execution of the identified ATA command. In one embodiment, the physical memory addresses included in the AoE request identify regions of the storage device 130 from which data is retrieved or to which data is written. As another example, the AoE request includes one or more path identifiers, such as Media Access Control ("MAC") addresses associated with paths from the storage device controller 115 to the network 120, to allow execution of a "reserve-request" command providing dedicated access to the storage device 130 from the identified paths. Hence, the AoE request generated by the storage device controller 115 includes an ATA command corresponding to the received SCSI command and the physical memory addresses associated with the received SCSI command or other data associated with the SCSI command, allowing the storage device 130 receiving the AoE request to perform an ATA command functionally equivalent to the received SCSI command.

[0034] After generating 230 the AoE request, the storage device controller 115 inserts 240 the AoE request into a transmission queue. In one embodiment, to reduce congestion and more rapidly transmit AoE requests to a storage device, the storage device controller 115 includes different transmission queues each associated with different paths 122 for communicating data between the storage device controller 115 and the network 120. For
example, the storage device controller 115 includes three transmission queues, each
associated with a path 122A, 122B, 122C so that data in a transmission queue is transmitted to
the network via the associated path 122A, 122B, 122C. In one embodiment, the storage
device controller 115 determines the amount of data included in each transmission queue and
inserts 240 the AoE request into the transmission queue having the lowest amount of data
relative to the other transmission queues. This allows the storage device controller 115 to
regulate the amount of data transmitted 250 along different paths 122A, 122B, 122C to
minimize the time between AoE request generation and transmission 250 to the storage
device. Insertion 240 of the AoE request into a transmission queue to mitigate data
transmission congestion through the network 120 is further described below in conjunction
with FIG. 5.

[0035] After transmitting 250 the AoE request using the path 122 associated with the
transmission queue including the AoE request, the storage device 130 receiving the AoE
request executes the ATA command from the AoE request. The storage device 130 then
generates a response, such an AoE packet, indicating completion of the ATA command and/or
including the data retrieved from the storage device 130. In the example described above,
however, the process 112 from which the storage device controller 115 received the command
uses SCSI formatted commands, while the AoE packet includes ATA formatted data, so the
storage device controller produces a SCSI response, or other SCSI formatted data, for
communication to the process 112.

[0036] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a method 300 for generating a Small
Computer System Interface (SCSI) response from a received AT Attachment over Ethernet
(AoE) packet. Although the method 300 is described using the example of generating an
SCSI response from an AoE packet received from a storage device 130, the steps of the
method 300 may be used to generate a response in a first format that is different from a
second format used by the data packet.

[0037] After the storage device 130 executes an ATA command included in an AoE
request, the storage device controller 115 receives 310 an AoE packet from the storage device
130. For example, the AoE packet includes an acknowledgement message or includes data
retrieved from the storage device 130. The AoE packet includes an Ethernet header, an AoE
header, an ATA header and additional data, such as data retrieved from the storage device 130 in response to a read command. The storage device controller 115 determines 320 a device identifier from the AoE packet identifying the storage device 130 transmitting the AoE packet. For example, the storage device controller 115 extracts a major address and a minor address from the AoE header of the AoE packet which uniquely identifies the storage device 130 from which the AoE packet was received 310.

[0038] In one embodiment, when an AoE request is transmitted by the storage device controller 115, data identifying the AoE request is also stored by the storage device controller 115 and organized by a device identifier to which the AoE request is transmitted. For example, the storage device controller 115 stores a major address and minor address from the AoE requests. This allows the storage device controller 115 to maintain a record of the storage devices 130 to which AoE requests are sent. By determining 320 a device identifier from a received AoE packet, the storage device controller 115 identifies a subset of AoE requests likely to be associated with the received AoE packet.

[0039] As described above in conjunction with FIG. 2, a tag included in the AoE request is copied from the AoE request to the AoE packet without modification, correlating the AoE packet with the AoE request which caused generation of the AoE packet. Hence, the storage device controller 115 compares 340 the device identifier and tag from the AoE packet to stored data associated with transmitted AoE requests to identify an AoE request associated with the AoE packet. Responsive to receiving a response from a storage device 130, the storage device controller 115 examines locally-stored tags to identify a tag matching the tag included in the response. The storage device controller 115 generates 350 a SCSI response based on the AoE packet which is formatted based on the SCSI command associated with the AoE request having the tag matching the tag included in the AoE packet.

[0040] For example, after determining 320 the device identifier from an AoE packet, the storage device controller 115 identifies AoE requests previously transmitted to the determined device identifier by locating the device identifier from locally-stored device identifiers. The storage device controller 115 then extracts 330 a tag from the AoE header of the AoE packet and compares 340 the extracted tag to AoE requests previously transmitted to the determined device identifier. A previously transmitted AoE request associated with a tag matching the
extracted tag is identified as the AoE request associated with the AoE packet. For example, the tag allows the storage device 115 to identify a "read" command associated with data received from the storage device 130. The storage device controller 115 includes data from the AoE packet in a response to the "read" command which has a format corresponding to the format of the "read." The generated response is communicated by the storage device controller 115 to the process 112 associated with the "read" command. This allows a process 112 using commands having a first format to execute those commands on a storage device 130 which is configured to execute commands and communicate data in a different, second, format.

[0041] To further illustrate operation of the methods 200, 300 described above, FIG. 4 shows an event diagram describing data flow between a computing device 110 and a storage device 130. For simplicity, FIG. 4 shows generation of an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request by a computing device 110 for use by a single storage device 130, although in other embodiments, the AoE request may be transmitted to multiple storage devices 130.

[0042] Initially, a storage device controller 115 in the computing device 100 identifies 410 a command type of a SCSI command received from a process 112 executed by a processor 110 included in the computing device 100. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 identifies 410 the command type by extracting an opcode from the command. The storage device controller 115 also receives a scatter/gather list having a vector of pointers to addresses in a memory and sizes of the memory accessed or used by the SCSI command. From the scatter/gather list, the storage device controller 115 determines 420 physical memory addresses associated with each pointer in the scatter/gather list. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 generates an identifier associated with each physical memory address determined 420 from the scatter/gather list and associates the identifiers with the command type.

[0043] From the identified command and the physical memory addresses, the storage device controller 115 generates 430 an AT over Ethernet ("AoE") request including an AT Attachment ("ATA") command corresponding to the identified SCSI command type. For example, the storage controller 115 retrieves one or more ATA commands associated with the identified SCSI command. The generated AoE request includes an Ethernet header, an AoE
header, an ATA header and data identifying the physical memory addresses determined from
the scatter/gather list or other data. The AoE request also includes an ATA command
corresponding to the received SCSI command and data associated with the received SCSI
command, allowing the storage device 130 receiving the AoE request to perform an ATA
command which is functionally equivalent to the received SCSI command.

[0044] Additionally, the AoE request includes a device identifier associated with a storage
device 130, such as a major address and minor address associated with the storage device 130.
The storage device controller 115 also locally stores the device identifier to maintain a record
of storage devices 130 to which AoE requests are transmitted. The AoE header of the
generated AoE request also includes a tag, a copy of which is also stored by the storage
device controller 115 and associated with the device identifier from the AoE request. Hence,
the storage device controller 115 stores a device identifier and a copy of a tag from each AoE
request transmitted to the device identifier, allowing subsequent identification of AoE
requests transmitted to various storage devices 130.

[0045] In one embodiment, to minimize latency in transmission of the AoE request from
the computing device 110 to the storage device 130, the storage device controller 115 includes
different transmission queues each associated with a different path 122 coupling the storage
device controller to the network 120. For example, if the storage device controller 115 has
three connections to the network 120, the storage device controller 115 includes three
transmission queues, each associated with a path 122. To reduce the time for transmission of
the AoE request to the target device 130, the storage device controller 115 may determine the
amount of data in each transmission queue and insert 440 the AoE request into the
transmission queue having the lowest amount of data relative to the other transmission
queues. The path 122 associated with the transmission queue including the AoE request is
used to transmit 445 the AoE request from the storage device controller 115 to the storage
device 130 associated with the device identifier.

[0046] Upon receiving the AoE request from the network 120, the storage device 130 executes 450 the ATA command included in the AoE request. For example, data included in
the AoE request is written to the storage device 130 or data is read from one or more physical
addresses specified by the AoE request. After executing 450 the ATA command in the AoE
request, the storage device 130 generates an acknowledgement message indicating successful completion of the command or including data obtained responsive to the AoE request. To communicate the acknowledgement message or data to the computing device 110, the storage device 130 generates an AoE packet, or other suitable response. Like the AoE request, the AoE packet includes an Ethernet header, an AoE header, an ATA header and additional data, such as data retrieved from the storage device 130 in response to a read command. The storage device 130 transmits 455 the AoE packet to the computing device through the network 120 and a path 122.

[0047] Responsive to receiving the AoE packet via a path 122, the storage device controller 115 in the computing device 110 generates 460 from the AoE packet a SCSI response for communication to the process 112. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 extracts a device identifier and a tag from the AoE packet and compares the device identifier and tag to locally stored device identifiers and the copies of tags associated with each locally stored device identifier. After determining the SCSI command associated with a combination of a device identifier and a tag which matches data from the AoE packet, the storage device controller 115 generates 460 a response having a format usable by the process 112, such as a SCSI formatted message.

[0048] Hence, the storage device controller 115 enables a process 122 using SCSI commands to communicate with a storage device 130 through a network 120 using AoE requests. The storage device controller 115 identifies an ATA command corresponding to a SCSI command received from the process 112 and uses the ATA command to generate an AoE request to communicate the ATA command to the storage device 130. By generating AoE requests from SCSI commands, the storage device controller 115 streamlines communication with the storage device 130 by reducing the amount of overhead data, increases the security of the transmitted data and increases the number and type of storage devices 130 suitable for use by the process 112.

Congestion Management of AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") Request Transmission

[0049] To expedite transmission of an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request generated from a Small Computer System Interface ("SCSI"), the storage device controller 115 may modify which path 122 is used to transmit the AoE packet to a network 120 based on
one or more criteria. FIG. 5 is a flow chart of one embodiment of a method 240 for inserting an AT Attachment over Ethernet (AoE) request into a queue for transmission to a storage device 120 to reduce transmission latency.

[0050] After generating an AoE request, the storage device controller 115 determines 510 whether the AoE request is a retransmission of a previously transmitted AoE request. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 determines 510 whether the AoE request includes error data indicating that the AoE request is a retransmission. For example, the storage device controller 115 determines 510 whether error data in the AoE request has value associated with retransmission.

[0051] Various circumstances may cause retransmission of an AoE request. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 stores data describing the round trip time from transmission of an AoE request to receipt of an AoE packet from a storage device 130 and data describing deviations in the round trip times of various AoE requests. The round trip time and round trip time deviation are used to generate a transmission time value associated with the AoE request which is compared to a time threshold. If the transmission time value equals or exceeds the time threshold, the AoE request is retransmitted.

[0052] If the storage device controller 115 determines 510 the AoE request is a retransmitted AoE request, the storage device controller 115 reduces 515 a throughput value which specifies a number of AoE requests transmitted by the storage device controller 115 or transmitted by a transmission queue in the storage device controller 115. Reducing 515 the number of AoE requests transmitted using a queue allows the storage device controller 115 to reduce the likelihood that subsequent AoE requests are retransmitted. After reducing 515 the throughput value, the storage device controller 115 determines 520 the congestion of multiple paths 122 from the storage device controller 115 to the network 120 by determining the number of AoE requests or other data included in transmission queues associated with multiple paths 122. For example, the storage device controller 115 determines 520 the congestion of each path 122 by determining the amount of data included in each transmission queue. The storage device controller 115 then inserts 530 the AoE request into the queue having the relative minimum amount of AoE requests, or other data.

[0053] Responsive to determining 510 that the AoE request is not a retransmitted AoE
request, the storage device controller 115 determines 520 the congestion of each path 122 from the storage device controller 115 to the network 120 and inserts 530 the AoE request into a transmission queue having the fewest number of AoE requests or other data as described above. Hence, the storage controller 115 regulates the amount of data transmitted by different paths 122 to expedite transmission while also reducing the likelihood of AoE request retransmission.

[0054] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of an embodiment of a method 600 for further controlling congestion of AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request transmission through a network 120 to a storage device 130. In one embodiment, to reduce the likelihood of retransmission of AoE requests the storage device controller 115 modifies the number of AoE requests transmitted to a storage device 130. Modifying AoE transmission volume accounts for attributes of the storage device 130, allowing customization of the number of AoE requests transmitted to different storage devices 130.

[0055] The storage device controller 115 receives configuration data from a storage device 130 when the storage device controller 115 initially detects that the storage device 130 is coupled to the network 120 or when the storage device controller 115 initially transmits data to the storage device 130. From this initial configuration data, the storage device controller 115 determines 610 a maximum number of AoE requests the storage device 130 is able to receive and process. In one embodiment, the configuration data from the storage device 130 specifies a maximum total number of AoE requests, indicating the number of AoE requests from multiple computing devices 110 that the storage device is able to receive and process with minimal delay. When multiple computing devices 110 transmit commands to the storage device, number of AoE requests the storage device controller 115 is able to transmit to the storage device 130 is influenced by the number of AoE requests the storage device 130 receives from additional computing devices 110.

[0056] Based on the determined maximum number of AoE requests which the storage device 130 is able to receive, the storage device controller 115 initializes 620 a throughput value specifying the number of AoE requests transmitted by the storage device controller 115 to the storage device 130. In one embodiment, the throughput value is initialized 620 to the number of AoE requests from initial configuration data received from the storage device 130.
For example, the throughput value is initialized 620 to the maximum number of AoE requests which the storage device 130 is able to receive, maximizing the number of AoE requests transmitted to the storage device 130. The storage device controller 115 then extracts 630 timing data from an AoE request. In one embodiment, the storage device controller 115 stores data describing the round trip time from transmission of an AoE request to receipt of an AoE packet from a storage device 130 and describing deviations in the round trip time associated with different AoE requests. The round trip time and round trip time deviation are extracted 630 from the AoE request and used by the storage device controller 115 to generate a transmission time value associated with the AoE request. The transmission time value depends on the round trip time and the round trip time deviation so that the likelihood of erroneously identifying a retransmission is minimized. In one embodiment, the round trip time is multiplied by a first constant and added to the product of a second constant multiplied by the round trip time deviation to calculate the transmission time value. For example, the transmission time value may be calculated using $2(\text{round trip time}) + 8(\text{round trip time deviation})$. To determine 635 whether the AoE request is to be retransmitted, the storage device controller 115 compares the transmission time value associated with the AoE request to a time threshold, and if the transmission time value equals or exceeds the time threshold, the storage device controller 115 determines 635 that the AoE request is to be retransmitted.

[0057]  
Responsive to determining 635 that the AoE request is to be retransmitted, the storage device controller 115 reduces 640 the throughput value by a specified amount. For example, if an AoE request is retransmitted, the storage device controller 115 reduces 640 the throughput value by one AoE request. By reducing 640 the throughput value in response to AoE request retransmission, the storage device controller 115 reduces the likelihood of retransmission of subsequent AoE requests by transmitting fewer AoE requests to the storage device 130. The storage device controller 115 also resets 642 a status register to a predetermined value, such as zero. The status register is incremented 650 responsive to a successful AoE packet transmission, allowing the storage device controller 115 to maintain a record of successful AoE request transmissions, and is reset to a predetermined value when an AoE packet is retransmitted. After reducing 640 the throughput value, the storage device controller 115 inserts 670 the AoE request into a transmission queue, as described above in conjunction with FIGS. 2 and 5.
Responsive to determining that the AoE request is not to be retransmitted, the AoE request increments a status register by a specified amount. For example, after determining not to retransmit the AoE request, the storage device controller increments the status register by one. Hence, for each successful AoE request transmission, the status register is incremented by a specified amount. The storage device controller then determines whether the status register, after being incremented, exceeds a threshold value. If the incremented status register equals or exceeds the threshold value, the storage device controller increases the throughput value by a specified amount. For example, if the incremented status register equals or exceeds a specified value, such as five, the storage device controller increases the throughput value by one, so that an additional AoE request is transmitted to the storage device after successful transmission of a specified number of AoE requests. After increasing the throughput value, or if the storage device controller determines that the status register does not equal or exceed the threshold value, the storage device controller inserts the AoE request into a transmission queue, as described above in conjunction with FIGS. 2 and 5.

In one embodiment, the method described in conjunction with FIG. 6 is executed by a process executed by the processor or by a device embedded within the storage device controller. The process performs the method at predefined intervals, such as after 100 millisecond intervals, to periodically determine the success with which the storage device controller transmits AoE requests to a storage device. Additionally, executing the method at predefined intervals regularly updates the status register, allowing the storage device controller to modify the throughput value to increase or decrease the AoE requests transmitted to the storage device at regular intervals. For example, if the method is executed at 100 millisecond intervals, and the status register threshold has a value of 5, if AoE requests are successfully transmitted for five consecutive 100 millisecond intervals, the throughput may be increased at a maximum rate of once every 500 milliseconds.

In various embodiments, the steps depicted in the methods described above with respect to Figure 2, 3, 5 and 6 and are implemented by instructions for performing the described actions embodied or stored within a computer readable storage medium, such as the memory or the storage device controller, which are executable.
by a processor 111. Those of skill in the art will recognize that the methods 200, 300, 240, 600 may be implemented in embodiments of hardware and/or software or combinations thereof. Moreover, other embodiments of the methods 200, 300, 240, 600 may include different and/or additional steps than the ones shown in FIGS. 2, 3, 5 and 6.

[0061] Upon reading this disclosure, those of skill in the art will appreciate still additional alternative designs for a method for generating a network request including a command having a second format from a command having a first format. Thus, while particular embodiments and applications of the present invention have been illustrated and described, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the precise construction and components disclosed herein and that various modifications, changes and variations which will be apparent to those skilled in the art may be made in the arrangement, operation and details of the method and apparatus of the present invention disclosed herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for generating a network request including a second command from a first command, the method comprising:
   - identifying a command type associated with the first command having a first format;
   - determining one or more physical memory addresses associated with the first command;
   - generating an identifier associated with each physical memory address associated with the first command;
   - identifying the second command having a second format, the second command associated with the identified command type;
   - generating the network request including a device identifier associated with a storage device, a tag, the second command and the one or more identifiers; and
   - storing the network request in a transmission queue.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the first format comprises a Small Computing System Interface ("SCSI") format.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the second format comprises an AT Attachment ("ATA") format.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the network request comprises an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the command type associated with the first command comprises:
   - determining an opcode included in the first command.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the identifier associated with each physical memory address associated with the first command comprises:
   - determining a scatter/gather list associated with the first command;
   - identifying a pointer included in the scatter/gather list;
   - determining a physical memory address associated with the pointer; and
   - generating a first identifier associated with the physical memory address associated with the pointer.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein storing the network request in a transmission queue comprises:
   storing a copy of the device identifier associated with the storage device;
   storing a copy of the tag; and
   associating the copy of the tag with the copy of the device identifier.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein storing the network request in a transmission queue comprises:
   determining a congestion level associated with each of a plurality of transmission queues;
   identifying a transmission queue from the plurality of transmission queues having a minimum congestion level when compared to the remaining transmission queues in the plurality of transmission queues; and
   storing the network request in the transmission queue from the plurality of transmission queues having the minimum congestion level.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the device identifier comprises a major address and a minor address associated with the storage device.

10. A computer readable storage medium for storing a computer program product including instructions executable by a processor of a computing device to perform a computer implemented method for generating a network request including a second command from a first command, the method comprising:
   identifying a command type associated with the first command having a first format;
   determining one or more physical memory addresses associated with the first command;
   generating an identifier associated with each physical memory address associated with the first command;
   identifying the second command having a second format, the second command associated with the identified command type;
   generating the network request including a device identifier associated with a storage device, a tag, the second command and the one or more identifiers; and
   storing the network request in a transmission queue.
11. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein the first format comprises a Small Computing System Interface ("SCSI") format.

12. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10 wherein the second format comprises an AT Attachment ("ATA") format.

13. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein the network request comprises an AT Attachment over Ethernet ("AoE") request.

14. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein identifying the command type associated with the first command comprises:
   determining an opcode included in the first command.

15. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein generating the identifier associated with each physical memory address associated with the first command comprises:
   determining a scatter/gather list associated with the first command;
   identifying a pointer included in the scatter/gather list;
   determining a physical memory address associated with the pointer; and
   generating a first identifier associated with the physical memory address associated with the pointer.

16. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein storing the network request in a transmission queue comprises:
   storing a copy of the device identifier associated with the storage device;
   storing a copy of the tag; and
   associating the copy of the tag with the copy of the device identifier.

17. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein storing the network request in a transmission queue comprises:
   determining a congestion level associated with each of a plurality of transmission queues;
   identifying a transmission queue from the plurality of transmission queues having a minimum congestion level when compared to the remaining transmission queues in the plurality of transmission queues; and
storing the network request in the transmission queue from the plurality of
transmission queues having the minimum congestion level.

18. The computer readable storage medium of claim 10, wherein the device identifier
comprises a major address and a minor address associated with the storage device.

19. A method for retransmitting a network request, the method comprising:
   receiving a retransmission network request;
   determining a round trip time for a network request having a first format to a storage
device, the round trip time being from transmission of the network request to
receipt of a response corresponding to the network request from the storage
device;
   determining a deviation time indicative of deviations in previous round trip times
   corresponding to previous network requests to the storage device;
   determining a transmission time value for the network request based on the round trip
time and the deviation time; and
   responsive to determining that the transmission time value exceeds a time threshold,
   transmitting the retransmission network request.

20. A method for managing congestion in a network, the method comprising:
   determining a network request capacity for a storage device coupled to a storage
device controller;
   initializing a throughput value to the network request capacity;
   receiving a network request to be sent from the storage device controller to the storage
device;
   responsive to determining that the network request is not a retransmission request,
   incrementing a status value, the status value indicating a number of network
requests successfully transmitted within an interval; and
   responsive to determining that the status value exceeds a traffic threshold, increasing
   the throughput value.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the network request capacity indicates a number of
network requests a storage device is able to receive and process without delay from a storage
device controller.
22. The method of claim 20, wherein the throughput value indicates a rate at which future network requests will be transmitted from the storage device controller to the storage device.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein determining that the network request is not a retransmission request comprises:
   - determining a round trip time for the network request, the round trip time being from transmission of the network request to receipt of a response corresponding to the network request from the storage device;
   - determining a deviation time indicative of deviations in previous round trip times corresponding to previous network requests to the storage device;
   - determining a transmission time value for the network request based on the round trip time and the deviation time; and
   - determining that the network request is not a retransmission request if a time threshold exceeds the transmission time value.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein determining the transmission time value comprises adding a product of the round trip time with a first constant to a product of the round trip time deviation with a second constant.

25. A method for managing congestion in a network, the method comprising:
   - determining a network request capacity for a storage device coupled to a storage device controller;
   - initializing a throughput value to the network request capacity;
   - receiving a network request; and
   - responsive to determining that the network request is a retransmission request, decreasing the throughput value and resetting a status value, the status value indicating a number of successfully transmitted network requests within an interval.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein determining that the network request is a retransmission request comprises:
   - determining a round trip time for the network request, the round trip time being from transmission of the network request to receipt of a response corresponding to the network request from the storage device;
determining a deviation time indicative of deviations in previous round trip times corresponding to previous network requests to the storage device; determining a transmission time value for the network request based on the round trip time and the deviation time; and determining that the network request is a retransmission request if the transmission time value exceeds a time threshold.
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